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Adjacent Channel Interference Cancellation in FDM

Transmissions
Michal Harvanek , Roman Marsalek , Member, IEEE, Jan Kral , Tomas Gotthans , Member, IEEE,

Jiri Blumenstein , Member, IEEE, Martin Pospisil , Markus Rupp , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract

Interference between users in adjacent channels negatively affects throughput of mobile networks. In this paper we aim
at cancellation of interference caused by a nonlinear power amplifier in a generalized orthogonal frequency division system.
We propose an interference cancellation method to subtract these out-of-band emissions from the received signal. In contrast
to state-of-the-art methods, our proposed method employs over-the-air estimation of power amplifier model parameters together
with a particular frequency domain filtering method that allows to generate the required training data. The proposed interference
cancellation method is also verified by an experiment on a software defined radio test bench.

Index Terms

Generalized frequency division multiplex, interference cancellation, nonlinear power amplifier, channel estimation error, out-
of-band emission, over-the-air estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
UE to its immunity to multipath propagation, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been widely

applied in the 4th generation of wireless mobile communication systems and in wireless local area networks.

In contrast to its advantages, such as a simple one-tap equalization on the subcarriers and easy implementation by the Inverse

Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), the OFDM technique also imposes some serious drawbacks. High Peak to Average Power Ratio

(PAPR) reduces the transmitter power efficiency, the need for a Cyclic Prefix (CP) for every individual OFDM symbol limits

the spectral efficiency and the significant Out-Of-Band (OOB) radiations due to the sinx/x nature of the subcarrier signals

prevent the application of OFDM in opportunistic scenarios with fragmented spectrum.

In the last decade, there has been intensive research of multicarrier waveforms with improved spectral properties, relaxing

the strong complex orthogonality requirement of OFDM. One way to achieve better spectral properties is to follow a filter

bank approach as in the Filter Bank Multi Carrier (FBMC), including Offset Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (OQAM) [1]

with alternating real and imaginary symbols on the adjacent subcarriers. Filtering applied to blocks of neighbouring subcarriers

has been proposed in [2] as an Universal Filtered Multi Carrier (UFMC), or later in a similar approach called Filtered

OFDM (F-OFDM) [3], [4]. Another flexible alternative to OFDM has been proposed in [5] as Generalized Frequency Division

Multiplexing (GFDM) that can cover both CP-OFDM and Single Carrier with Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) as

its extreme cases. Unfortunately, the low OOB emission of above-mentioned waveforms deteriorates by the imperfections of a
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Fig. 1. Interference scenario.

radio frequency front-end, e.g., by the nonlinearity of a Power Amplifier (PA) [6]. The nonlinear distortion of OFDM signals
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caused by the power amplifier has been thoroughly studied in the past [7], [8], [9] and various approaches have been proposed

to eliminate it including a digital pre-distortion [10] at the transmitter side. At the receiver side, Interference Cancellation

(IC) [11] methods based on signal detection and estimation of in-band nonlinear distortion components or maximum likelihood

detection [12] methods have been developed for OFDM systems to eliminate the effect of nonlinear distortions.

Recently, research on IC methods has also focused towards the application to multicarrier modulation waveforms. A GFDM

receiver with single-user nonlinear in-band distortion cancellation has been studied in [13]. A method based on the Bussgang’s

theorem model of the PA output as the complex gain and the additive Gaussian noise component was presented in [14], with

the widely-used assumption on perfect knowledge of the PA model.

Besides nonlinear distortion cancellation, IC has also been an alternative to FBMC channel equalization [15]. A similar

approach has also been proposed for Self-Interference Cancellation (SIC) between non-orthogonal subcarriers [16] or for

iterative frequency domain equalization [17].

In many methods presented above, the estimation of the PA model at the receiver is necessary. In a real fading channel, this

is a challenging task and very few attempts to adapt the PA model over-the-air have been reported so far [18], [19].

With the advent of communications between machines, particularly Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications, the

number of connected wireless devices is rapidly growing and the problem of Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) becomes

accentuated, see e.g. a recent report on 5G V2X Radio [20]. Various multicarrier waveforms have been compared with respect

to their robustness against the interference from neighbouring users [21], but the effective mitigation of ACI effects is still an

open research issue.

The general idea of subtracting the gain-compensated interference signal from the useful signal has been proposed in [22]

with no details about how the replica of the interference signal is generated. The adjacent channel interference suppression by a

selective application of pre-calculated filters has been published in patent application [23], with the adjacent channel interference

detection by a simple energy detector. In [24], the adaptive ACI estimation based on comparing the spectrum of the received

signal with the spectrum of known pilot signals has been proposed, thus reducing the overall throughput. The authors of [25]

considered a dual satellite communication system with a Volterra filter-based cancellation of first and third order interference

terms for narrowband single-carrier signals. Similarly to our approach, the generation of the interference signal replica is

considered in the ACI cancellation method proposed in [26] for single-carrier signals. The memoryless characteristic of the

interfering transmitter PA was estimated from the received data signals, as the pilot signals usually have much lower PAPR.

In contrast to our approach, the separation of single carrier signals of both received users is done prior the downconversion

to the baseband by a pair of analog band-pass filters. A multi-user interference cancellation is used for the compensation of

interferences caused by the carrier frequency offset in OFDMA uplink receivers [27], but this approach does not include the

cancellation of interferences caused by the nonlinear PA.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• we propose a novel IC method based on the subtraction of nonlinearity-induced interference from adjacent users and

over-the-air estimation of the PA model with digital frequency domain filtering and we tailor it to FDM systems.

• we evaluate the proposed method by extensive simulation according to the scenario depicted by Fig. 1 with various cases

of linearly or nonlinearly amplified users and varying power difference of the users. We also investigate the influence of

channel estimation error and effect of multipath propagation parameters on the performance of the method.

• we experimentally verify the method using a Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform.

II. ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE SCENARIO

Similarly to a recent study on adjacent channel interference in 5G V2X communications [20, p. 44], we adopt the scenario

of two co-located users adjacent to each other in the frequency domain as depicted in Fig. 1. In the following, a link between

transmitter U1 and receiver RX (U1→RX) is the main link of interest. In addition, we suppose the existence of a second

transmitter U2, in the frequency domain adjacent to the main link, see Fig. 2. Due to the nonlinear power amplifier of U2,

this transmitter acts as an interferer to the main link. The increased OOB emissions from U2, characterized by the degraded

Adjacent Channel Protection Ratio (ACPR), result in a degraded performance of the main link. Note the ACPR is usually

defined [28] as a ratio between the integrated power in the adjacent channel to the integrated power in the main channel

expressed in logarithmic units:

ACPR [dB] = 10 · log
10

∫

Padjacent df
∫

Pmain df
. (1)

Hereinafter we consider an equal bandwidth of the main and adjacent channels and separation between the channels of ∆f .

This degradation manifests in a poor Bit Error Ratio (BER) and can also be quantified as an increased Error Vector Magnitude

(EVM). The degradation of the EVM performance by the interference of U2 depends on the Guard Band (GB) which defines

spacing between users in terms of the number of subcarriers, the ACPR of U2 and the power difference ∆P between the two

transmitters defined as:

∆P [dB] = PU2[dBm] − PU1[dBm]. (2)

The variable Kdata denotes the number of data subcarriers for each user. These terms are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Definition of scenario parameters - GB, ACPR, power difference ∆P between users U1 and U2, frequency spacing between users ∆f .

III. PROPOSED INTERFERENCE CANCELLER

Similarly to state-of-the-art IC methods [13], [14], the proposed approach is based on the detection of nonlinearly distorted

data, their re-modulation and subtraction of the distortion from the received signal. The source of interference expected

hereinafter is not the PA of U1, but the PA in the adjacent transmitter (U2) causing the interference to RX from outside

the band. In addition, the proposed method includes the estimation of the interfering PA modeled by a memory polynomial

model [29]. In contrast to the state-of-the-art [26], the proposed canceller does not use band separation in the analog domain

negatively affected by the imprecise band-pass filters, but rather a tailored frequency-domain digital filter. In the following, a

matrix form of modulation [15], [30]:

yu = Adu, (3)

and demodulation

du = Byu, (4)

is used, with u-th user L × 1 data vector du = [du,0...du,L−1]
T, corresponding L × 1 time domain samples vector yu =

[yu,0...yu,L−1]
T and L×L modulation and demodulation matrices A and B. Relations of vector and matrix dimensions to the

system parameters (number of symbols and subcarriers) are modulation-dependent and are specified in detail in the Section

IV.

Although the receiver’s RX interest is to demodulate the data of user U1, it needs to simultaneously receive both transmitted

signals and process the user U2 signal to suppress the interference caused by U2. The complex baseband signal received at

RX is:

yr = Gy1 +A{y2}
∆f + η. (5)

It consists of a linearly amplified (with a complex scalar gain G) user U1 signal y1 transmitted at zero frequency and a

nonlinearly amplified (with an amplifier A, see subsection III-A) interferer A{y2}
∆f whose frequency is shifted by ∆f from

the zero frequency of y2. The symbol η denotes an L × 1 Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) vector. The method is

also applicable to the case of both U2 and U1 being amplified with the nonlinear power amplifiers, as we demonstrate on BER

evaluations in Section VI-B.

A. Core of the IC algorithm

The goal of the IC method is to suppress the OOB emissions of U2 into the band of U1. The block scheme of the IC system

is depicted in Fig. 3.

The core of the algorithm works as follows:

1. Interfering user data detection

The received signal yr is frequency shifted by −∆f , denoted as y−∆f
r and demodulated according to (4). In vector form,

we can write:

d̂2 = By−∆f
r , (6)

where d̂2 is a detected vector of U2 data. Both d̂2 and y−∆f
r are L× 1 vectors.

2. Interfering user data re-modulation
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Fig. 3. Baseband model block diagram depicting two interfering users and our proposed method for reducing the interference of U2 to U1. T denotes
sampling period.

Estimate d̂2 is re-modulated according to (3):

ŷ2 = Ad̂2. (7)

3. Nonlinear PA estimation For a low complexity, but yet satisfactory performance, we have considered a memory polynomial

baseband model of U2 PA [29] :

Â {ŷ2[n]} =
P
∑

p=1

Q
∑

q=0

b̂p,q ŷ2[n− q]|ŷ2[n− q]|p−1 (8)

with P describing the polynomial order, Q the memory depth and b̂p,q being the PA model coefficients estimates.

The parameters of Â are estimated by the standard least squares method [29] requiring knowledge of the PA input estimate

ŷ2 and the PA output. The output signal yr,F of the U2 PA is obtained by filtering-out the signal Gy1 from the received

signal yr by the filter F {}:

yr,F = F {yr} . (9)

Note that yr,F is a bandpass signal centered at ∆f and needs to be shifted to baseband by −∆f for the adaptation of

the baseband PA model. For more details on the proposed filtering approach, see Section III-B.

4. Interference subtraction

Based on the estimated baseband signal ŷ2 and the PA model Â, the interference signal Â {ŷ2}
∆f

is generated and

subtracted from the received signal yr:

ŷ1 ≈ yr − Â {ŷ2}
∆f

. (10)

5. User 1 data detection
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Fig. 4. Frequency characteristics of implemented filters.

As the final step, data d̂1 of user U1 are detected according to Eq. (4)

d̂1 = Bŷ1. (11)

B. Time Domain and Frequency Domain Filtering

The signal of user U1 is filtered out from the composite received signal yr by a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter for

the task of U2 power amplifier estimation. To this end we have developed and tested filters in both the time and frequency

domain.

1. Time Domain Filtering To filter a signal in the time domain, a FIR filter was applied. The filter output can be expressed

in matrix form as

F {yr} = F · yr, (12)

where F is a Toeplitz matrix with its first column composed of the filter coefficients and yr is a received time domain

signal vector. An example of the frequency response of such an FIR filter is shown in Fig. 4 by the gray dashed line.

2. Frequency Domain Filtering

Due to spectral regrowth by nonlinearity, the PA model estimation needs to be performed on the signals captured with at

least three times greater bandwidth than the original [31]. The time domain filtering by the FIR filter is thus not a good

option as it cancels the intermodulation products outside the U2 main channel. Nevertheless, the signal of U1 still needs

to be filtered out.

We have thus proposed and evaluated the frequency domain filter w with a variable frequency characteristic. The frequency

domain filtering is defined by:

F {yr} = IFFT {w · FFT {yr}} , (13)

where (I)FFT denotes the (Inverse) Fast Fourier Transform pair and w is a vector of frequency domain filter coefficients.

The filter frequency characteristic is dependent on the power difference ∆P between users and the slope of the spectrum

of the U2 adjacent channel. The goal is to filter out U1 from the composite signal yr while preserving the U2 spectrum

symmetry as is shown in Fig. 4. The blue solid curve depicts the spectrum of the received composite signal. The spectrum

of the filtered signal is depicted by a red dotted curve. The filter frequency characteristic is depicted by a black line.

To simplify the filter design, we assume a flat main channel of U1 and a constant slope of U2 spectrum in its adjacent

channel.

IV. GFDM MODULATION AND DEMODULATION

In the case of GFDM on which we demonstrate the proposed IC method, du is the vector of data symbols dm,k transmitted

on the k-th subcarrier and the m-th subsymbol, [5]. The modulation matrix A is a [KM ×KM ] matrix, where K is the total

number of subcarriers and M is the total number of subsymbols. This matrix consists of frequency and time shifted versions

of a prototype filter, i.e., A = [g0,0...gK−1,0...gK−1,M−1]. The elements of the vectors gk,m = (gk,m[n])
T
, n = 0, ..., L−1

defining the prototype filter can be written as:

gk,m[n] = g([n−mK] mod L) · w−kn, (14)
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Fig. 5. MSE of selected channel estimators (in color), adopted from [32] together with fitted LMMSE with ideal CM as the best case estimator and
hypothetically the worst case estimator as a combination of the LS estimator and 2D spreading estimator.

where L = KM is the number of symbols and wkn = ej2π
k

K
n describes the frequency shift for the subcarrier.

There are two basic options how to design a demodulation matrix B [5]. The first one is a zero-forcing receiver, i.e.,

B = A−1. The second common option is to employ a matched filter demodulator, with B = AH, where (.)H is the Hermite

transpose operator. To suppress the effect of inband self-interference the zero-forcing receiver is employed in simulation and

experiment.

V. MODEL OF THE EQUALIZER ERROR

The over-the-air nonlinear PA estimation feasibility has been recently experimentally demonstrated in the application of

digital pre-distortion of phased array transmitters [19], however with only a rude analysis about the influence of the fading

channel on the over-the-air performance.

Equalization is necessary in a real channel, accurate Channel State Information (CSI) is typically not available. Thus, we

analyzed the performance of the proposed method in the presence of imperfect CSI. We model a channel-equalizer chain with

imperfect CSI by the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the channel estimate defined as [33]

MSE = E
[

|hu − ĥu|
2

]

, (15)

where hu and ĥu are the true and estimated frequency domain coefficients of the channel between the receiver RX and u-th

user transmitter.

The numerical value of MSE depends on the channel estimator and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). For several typical

estimators, we have adopted the MSE curves as a function of SNR [32], see Fig. 5. The brown and red curves depict the

Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) estimator based on an ideal Covariance Matrix (CM) and estimator based

on two-dimensional spreading with Spreading Factor (SF) = 48, respectively. The blue curve depicts a Least Squares (LS)

estimator error and the red curve describes the LMMSE with CM calculated from a training sequence. We have considered

the channel estimation error due to additive noise, but also due to the additional interference by the user U2, depending on

the U2 PA working point. In the following, MSE thus depends on the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR).

Assuming the wireless channel being frequency flat over GFDM subcarriers, we model the effect of an imperfect channel-

equalizer chain on the time domain vector yu as:

yu,imperfect = IFFT {Ω · FFT {yu}} , (16)

with Ω denoting an L× 1 vector of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian entries with unit mean and

variance equal to channel estimate MSE.

VI. EVALUATION BY SIMULATION

Both GFDM modulators [34] of U1 and U2 apply the same settings. One GFDM symbol contains K = 4096 subcarriers,

Kdata = 204 out of 4096 subcarriers contain data symbols to resemble 17 LTE downlink resource blocks [35]. The remaining

subcarriers are carrying zero symbols, introduced to accommodate the frequency space for the second user and for OOB

radiation due to the PA. Zero symbols are symmetrically placed on both lower and upper edges of the spectrum. The total
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Fig. 6. IC method performance for AWGN channel, user U1 SNR=30 dB.

Fig. 7. IC method performance employing frequency filtering, channel estimation error applied to U2, perfect CSI knowledge of U1 for the best and worst
case channel estimators, user U1 SNR=30 dB.

number of subsymbols is M=15. The individual subcarriers are mapped according to the QPSK (Sections VI-A and VII) or

16-QAM (Section VI-B) constellation diagram. The Root Raised Cosine (RRC) filter with a roll off factor of 0.3 defines filter

g.

The PAPR of the tranmitted signals is approximately 12 dB. The frequency shift ∆f of U2 is chosen such as a guard band

between the users corresponds to a 75 subcarrier width. The nonlinear user (U2) ACPR is 38 dB.

A memory polynomial model according to Eq. (8) with P=7 and Q=1 for nonlinear PA ADL5610 has been extracted from

the measurements on an NI USRP 2944R SDR with UBX front-end set to a sampling frequency of 20 MHz. The carrier

frequency was 875 MHz. This frequency lies in the band below 1 GHz utilized for machine-type communications, [36]. To

evaluate the influence of the equalizer error, we considered two extreme cases of channel estimators so as the performance of

all practically-feasible estimators will lie in between these two cases. The LMMSE channel estimator with an ideal covariance

matrix represents one of the best estimators. As the worst case estimator, we considered a combination of the least squares

(LS, for SINR < 14.2 dB) and 2D spreading-based (for SINR > 14.2 dB), [32] estimators with MSE curves shown in Fig. 5.

We approximated the MSE curves for these two estimators by an exponential regression:

MSE ≈ a · exp(b · SNR). (17)

Fitted MSE curves are shown by dotted and dashed curves in Fig. 5. The exponential regression parameters a and b are

shown in Table I.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION FOR THE BEST CASE AND THE WORST CASE ESTIMATORS

Estimator a b

Best case LMMSE ideal CM 0.624 -0.219

Worst case
LS, for SINR < 14.2 dB 10.376 -0.287

2D spr. est., for SINR > 14.2 dB 0.168 0.003

Fig. 8. IC method performance employing frequency filtering, channel estimation error applied to both users (U1+U2) for the best and worst case channel
estimators, user U1 SNR=30 dB.

A. Influence of power difference ∆P

The performance of the proposed IC method has been evaluated first in terms of EVM, as a function of power difference

∆P between users. We calculate the EVM value by averaging it over all Ldata = KdataM data symbols transmitted on Kdata

subcarriers:

EVM = 10 · log10







∑

l∈Ldata

(d̂u,l − du,l)
2

∑

l∈Ldata

(du,l)2






, (18)

where Ldata is a set of all Ldata data symbols out of a total of L symbols. The simulation results in terms of averaged EVM

of user U1 as a function of power difference ∆P [dB] are shown in Fig. 6-8. Note that for all EVM simulations, the AWGN

noise power is 30 dB below the U1 signal power. To simulate path loss attenuation, the signal of each user was linearly

attenuated so that the main channel power of each user is in the range from -35 dBm to -3 dBm. This allows to control the

power difference between the two users.

Fig. 6 shows the IC performance with various filtering methods in the AWGN channel. The black curve describes the case

without IC, when U1 EVM is rising with increasing power difference between users U2 and U1. The blue curve describes the

IC performance without filtering. For the comparable powers of users U1 and U2, the PA coefficients estimation is strongly

affected by the presence of unfiltered U1 and the EVM is degraded severely.

The red and magenta curves correspond to IC employing time domain and frequency domain filtering. In the case of time

domain filtering (red curve), the U1 signal is completely filtered out together with the U2 OOB spectral components in its

left adjacent band. Note that if filtering is performed on a low intermediate frequency, the spectral components in the right

adjacent channel of U2 remain unchanged (see Fig. 4) and contribute to the PA estimation.

The magenta curve corresponds to the case of an IC with frequency domain filtering. The signal U1 together with the U2

spectral components in its left adjacent channel are not filtered out completely, but are shaped by the filter w. Irrespective

to the power difference ∆P , interference cancellation with any of the two filtering approaches improves EVM performance

over the case with no IC. For equal U1 and U2 power, the IC with filtering restores EVM values close to the ideal EVM

of GFDM limited by U1 SNR. For a very weak U1 signal, i.e., ∆P > 16 dB for time domain filtering or ∆P > 27 dB

for frequency domain filtering, filtering of U1 is not advantageous as removed OOB components of U2 deteriorate U2 power

amplifier estimation.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the IC performance under fading channels with an erroneous channel estimation at the receiver.

Fig. 7 shows the IC method performance with considering the estimation error only at the U2 signal demodulator, while
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the genie-aided perfect knowledge of U1 CSI is considered. EVM results for the best case channel estimator (LMMSE with

ideal CM) are depicted by a dotted line and EVM results for the worst case estimator (combination of LS with 2D spreading

estimator) are depicted by a solid line.

Fig. 8 depicts the proposed IC method performance with considering channel estimator error for both U1 and U2 user signal

demodulation. Here again, EVM of both the best and the worst case estimators is plotted. For the low power difference ∆P
between users, the limiting EVM floor is caused by MSE floor of the 2D spreading estimator at high SINR values.

B. BER performance

In addition to the EVM performance analysis shown above, the proposed approach was also thoroughly evaluated in terms

of BER. For the presentation of BER performance results, we have chosen the fixed power ratio between users ∆P = 12 dB

and 16-QAM mapping on the subcarriers. The BER curves as a function of SNR are shown in Fig. 10 for the case of the

LMMSE estimator with ideal covariance matrix (dotted lines) and for the worst case estimator (solid lines). To approach a

slightly more realistic scenario we considered both U2 and U1 signals being amplified with the same nonlinear power amplifier

model according to Eq. (8), resulting in an ACPR of approximately 38 dB in both cases. In addition, we also show the BER

results for the case of a nonlinear amplifier only on user U2 while the signal of user U1 is amplified linearly by a brown solid

line with diamond markers. In the former case, there is a BER floor for high SNR due to the nonlinearity on both PA’s, while

this is not the case if the PA in U1 is linear.

As a reference state-of-the-art method to compare the performance with, we have selected the ACI approach from [26]

originally proposed for single-carrier systems, and we tailored it to the multicarrier GFDM case. In order to make the methods

comparable, we did not use any Forward Error Correction (FEC) for both methods and we used the same approach described

in Section V for channel-estimator chain modeling. In all cases we considered a perfect synchronization of U1 and U2 signal

reception, as in [26]. The most important difference between the proposed and the reference method is that one expects

two separate RF front-ends with analog band-selection filters. We have modeled these filters by a 9-th order Butterworth

approximation with more than 30 dB attenuation in the stopband and a maximal attenuation in the passband of 0.5 dB. Note

that the requirements on the analog filter have been relaxed due to relatively wide guard band (more than 1/3 of the useful

bandwidth) between the users. For a fair comparison, an equivalent filter with bandwidth allowing to capture the signals of

both U1 and U2 users and their third order intermodulation products was used in the proposed simulation approach. The results
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Fig. 10. BER performance for 16-QAM and ∆P = 12 dB, LMMSE estimator with ideal covariance matrix (solid line), the worst case channel estimator
(dotted line)

for the reference method are shown by cyan color in Fig. 10. We can conclude that the proposed approach with separation

between users implemented in a digital way outperforms the case of band selection in the analog domain due to the non-ideal

filter transfer function. Note that the difference in the performance of methods will depend on the particular realization of the

analog filter and on the guard band between the users.

An important question to answer is how the BER improvement due to IC depends on the channel properties, namely on

a Root-Mean-Square (RMS) delay spread. We have simulated the proposed IC method in the presence of multipath fading

with the RMS delay spread varied from 1.2 µs corresponding to very mild fading, through 5.9 µs well covering most of the

locations from a measurement campaign [37], to the channel with severe fading with 19 µs of RMS delay spread. We have

considered uncorrelated, Rayleigh-distributed channel taps. At the receiver, a standard Zero Forcing (ZF) equalizer has been

used. The channel estimator error of two cases of estimators from Table I has also been modeled. The simulation results are

shown on Fig. 11 for the LMMSE estimator with ideal covariance matrix and on Fig. 12 for the worst case channel estimator.

A noticeable error floor present without IC for all investigated channel settings is removed with the application of the proposed

IC with frequency domain filtering. Although the obtained BER improvement depends on the severity of channel fading, the

proposed IC method allows to restore the BER performance very close to the case without ACI, i.e., with linear PA at U2.

To illustrate differences in fading character for the three aforementioned channels, we show three example realizations of the

channel transfer function magnitudes on Fig. 13.

VII. MEASUREMENT ON THE SDR PLATFORM

In addition to simulations, the proposed method was evaluated by the experiment on the SDR platform based on the NI

USRP 2944R with UBX front-end (Fig. 9). The same GFDM waveforms as in the simulations were applied for measurements.

The experimental setup consists of the USRP device acting both as the receiver and the transmitter. Coherence between

the transmitted and the received signals is obtained by employing the sub-sample time synchronization algorithm [38]. The
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Fig. 11. BER performance without IC (black curves) and with IC (magenta markers) in multipath fading channels with different RMS delay spread τRMS ,
ZF equalizer+LMMSE ideal CM channel estimator, 16-QAM and ∆P = 12 dB. As a reference, BER for U1 without ACI, i.e., with linear PA at U2 (magenta
curves) is also plotted.

Fig. 12. BER performance without IC (black curves) and with IC (magenta markers) in multipath fading channels with different RMS delay spread τRMS ,
ZF equalizer+the worst case channel estimator, 16-QAM and ∆P = 12 dB. As a reference, BER for U1 without ACI, i.e., with linear PA at U2 (magenta
curves) is also plotted.

ADL5610 is used as a power amplifier at the U2 transmitter (externally connected to our USRP device), resulting in the same

ACPR of 38 dB as in the EVM simulations described above. Similarly to EVM simulations, the U1 transmitter has been

working in a quasi-linear region with only an internal power amplifier and an ACPR of the signal of approximately 52 dB.

Measurements were performed for two scenarios. In the first scenario, the channel between receiver and transmitter was not

considered and the transmitters were connected to the receiver through a coaxial cable to verify the functionality of the IC

approach in idealized conditions. The second scenario contains a simple channel emulation by a set of splitters and combiners

to emulate the signal reflection and attenuation. The U2 signal is split into two paths - the signal in the main path is attenuated

by a 20 dB attenuator and connected with the receiver with sufficiently short cables. The second (reflected) path is created

by a 50 m long RG58 coaxial cable acting as a delay line with a delay of 250 ns equivalent to 5 samples. The values of the

remaining attenuators in this model were chosen to reach U1 SNR at the receiver equal to 30 dB.

Fig. 14 depicts the comparison of simulation results and measurements without channel emulation. Without the IC method

applied, there is almost perfect agreement between the simulation and measurement results. With the IC method applied,

there is only slight difference between the simulation and measurements. For equal user powers, i.e., ∆P close to 0 dB, this

difference is caused by the residual impairments of the USRP RF frontend, while for high ∆P values by the simplified PA

model used in the simulations.

Results for the case of emulated multipath channel are shown in Fig. 15. The emulated channel was left uncompensated to

get significant equalization error. In order to match the simulation conditions with the measurement, the channel was estimated
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Fig. 13. Examples of used channel transfer function magnitudes for fading channels with three different RMS delay spreads

Fig. 14. Comparison of simulation and measurement for the frequency domain filtering IC method without channel emulation, user U1 SNR=30 dB.

Fig. 15. Comparison of simulation and measurement for the frequency domain filtering IC method with channel emulation, user U1 SNR=30 dB.

using an LS estimator and introduced back in the simulations. Also in this scenario, there is very good agreement between
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Fig. 16. Comparison of implementation complexity for various M .

simulation and measurement results. Further, the measured performance lies well in between the performance of the best case

and the worst case estimators from Fig. 8.

The maximum achieved EVM improvement due to the proposed IC method is approximately 7.5 dB in the case of

measurements without a channel and approximately 5 dB in emulated channel conditions, as shown by magenta arrows

in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. In the example of typical EVM limits as a function of modulation order and FEC rate shown in Table

II we want to emphasize that such an EVM improvement allows for the use of higher modulation order (e.g. QPSK instead

of BPSK) on the individual subcarriers or higher code rate.

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL EVM LIMITS FOR AN OFDM-BASED SYSTEM [39]

Inner modulation scheme Code Rate EVM Limit (802.11a/g)

BPSK 1⁄2 -5 dB

BPSK 3⁄4 -8 dB

QPSK 1⁄2 -10 dB

QPSK 3⁄4 -13 dB

16-QAM 1⁄2 -16 dB

16-QAM 3⁄4 -19 dB

64-QAM 2⁄3 -22 dB

64-QAM 3⁄4 -25 dB

VIII. COMPLEXITY OF THE METHOD

The price to pay for the demonstrated EVM and BER improvement is the increased complexity of the receiver employing the

IC. Our interference scenario as defined in Fig. 1, in general, may consider not only uplink, but also downlink. The complexity

will be discussed for the most common uplink scenario as in [26] or [27] only. In such a case there is no additional hardware

complexity related to our method as the receiver needs to process both U1 and U2 signals anyway.

In the uplink receiver, both signals need to be received, frequency shifted and demodulated. Thus, Step 1 and 5 from the

algorithm as described in Section III-A do not contribute to a complexity increase. The complexity of the remaining blocks

is summarized in Table III in terms of a number of complex multiplications. For the GFDM modulator/demodulator, we

consider the optimized FFT-based implementation according to [40] and we assume that a D-point discrete transform can be

implemented with the FFT algorithm at the expense of Dlog
2
D complex multiplications. The standard GFDM receiver without

IC needs just one GFDM demodulator block for each of the U1 and U2 signals. Any of the expected IC methods requires an

additional GFDM modulator block for interfering user data re-modulation (Step 2 in Section III-A), the nonlinear PA estimation

block (Step 3 in Section III-A) and the PA model application block (inside Step 4 in Section III-A). The implementation of

corresponding filters contribute to the overall complexity of the IC methods with time or frequency domain filtering. Note that

for time domain filtering (Case 1 in Section III-B) we consider a direct-form FIR filter. We assume the least squares estimation

of nonlinear PA characteristics on one subsymbol of K = 4096 samples, as such length was demonstrated to be sufficient for

simple low-order PA models in several papers, including [41].
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Fig. 16 shows the total number of complex multiplications for considered methods as a function of the number of GFDM

subsymbols M . Together with simulation and measurement results, it shows that the IC method with the frequency domain

filtering results in the best EVM and BER, with only slightly increased complexity compared to the method without a digital

filter. Note that equivalent operations need to be performed also in the case of other state-of-the-art methods, e.g. [26], except

the frequency-domain filtering between users.

TABLE III
COMPLEXITY OF INDIVIDUAL BLOCKS OF GFDM RECEIVER WITH IC

Operation Complexity

GFDM mod./demod. [40] MKlog
2
(K) + 2KM log

2
(M) + 2KM

PA estimation [41], [42] 2K(P (Q− 1))2

PA application P (Q− 1)− 1
Time domain filtering bFIRKM

Freq. domain filtering 2KM log
2
(KM) +KM

bFIR = 333 is number of coefficients of the FIR filter

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The interference between collocated users transmitting with unequal power on nearby frequency slots is nowadays an

important problem in vehicular or other machine-type communications. In this paper we have presented a new interference

cancellation approach to suppress adjacent channel interference caused by a nonlinear power amplifier. The over-the-air

estimation of a nonlinear power amplifier model is an important part of the described method. We thus proposed digital

frequency domain filtering of adjacent signals to obtain a re-generated replica of the transmitted signal, necessary for the least

squares adaptation of the power amplifier model.

We have demonstrated the method and its performance on the example of GFDM signals. The method has been evaluated

in the scenario of equal user powers, but also in the case when the powers of users differ significantly. Besides simulations,

the proposed approach has also been tested on the SDR-based measurement setup, with sufficiently good agreement between

measurement and simulation results.

Without considering channel estimation errors, the maximal EVM improvement due to the proposed method in the given

configuration is around 7 dB. In the range of power difference between users from 10 to 25 dB, the application of the proposed

method leads to an EVM improvement of approximately 5 dB allowing for increasing modulation order on individual subcarriers

or for using higher FEC code rates. Only for a power difference between users below 10 dB, the EVM improvement decreases

to 2 dB, but in this region the demodulation performance is already good and limited by the receiver SNR and by the residual

impairments of the RF front-end.

Further, we have shown that a robust channel estimation is a key aspect for the successful implementation of the proposed

method. The LMMSE estimator leads to EVM improvement worse by approximately 1 dB compared to the case of perfect

CSI and even for practical channel estimators, the proposed method still has a potential to provide signal quality improvement.

This has also been verified by the simulations on a model of a frequency selective channel with RMS delay spread ranging

from 1.2 µs to 19 µs. By extensive BER simulations, we have shown that the proposed method has the potential to overcome

the drawback of similar state-of-the-art approaches, that is the band selection by realistic, and thus non-ideal, analog bandpass

filters. The complexity analysis shows that the proposed IC method with the frequency domain filtering has only insignificantly

higher computational demands, but can bring considerable improvement of the BER/EVM performance.
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